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24 When Roman power took over Hellenistic power

24/9 ( Fifth Mdnarchy - - King Charles of England

25 Two phases of the fourth kingdom. Any gap between?
26/1-6 Revival of an empire
26/7-10 7: Second beast came (doesn't say it destroyed the first)

Same with third.

27 7:6 "Four" fits with division of Alexander's empire.
is a sequence among the beasts, but is not said one
destroys the other.

28 Is the"ten horns" a second phase of this beast?
28/4-10 Calvin's writing is of varying quality.

His Institutes were well worked over and revised.

29 His commentaries were not worked over and do not repre
sent his best work.

29/8 /Calvin's last days. He looks for Christ;s return.

30/4 "Fifth Monarchy" episode colored some of Calvin's
attitudes in eschatology.

31/3 Young does not follow Calvin on Dan. 2 and 7.
31/4 -'l Calvin: 10 horns characteristic of the beast from

1 the start. Represent divided rule from the start and
says Little Horn are the Ceasars.

32/2 Calvin says the kgdm. of Christ in Dan. 7 begins with
ascension of Christ.

32/8 J Know of no prediction that is a type of another thing.
33/5 Calvin's view: a kgdm. is multiple control.
33/7 10 kings are a second phase of the beast's history.

33/8-10 Young differs from Calvin
33/3 Young sees L°ttle Horn as the Antichrist 3 stages

to the beast!

34/6 Gaebel.en's view of the 10 horns.
c Horns are not said to grow out of the beast. Says
\ beast has 10 horns, not grows 10 horns.

35 Gaethelein's view of Dan. 7. Threephases of 4th beast.
35 / Young ddmits in Dan. 7 what he tries to get rid of in

Dan. 2.
36

,Any gaps in Daniel. Jerome, Young.

37 /Gaps in Gen. 3 and Isa. 7
37/8 I Illustration of mixing up a prophecy of two people

I together as one person.

38 / Washington as a type of Lincoln - - nonsense.

39 / Words "negative" and "positive" in electricity.
Once used opposite of way they are toOY
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